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HOMER AND HESIOD
Ralph M. Rosen
University of Pennsylvania
One of the most frustrating aspects of Homeric studies is that so little literary material
outside the Homeric corpus itself survives to enhance our understanding of the cultural
landscape of the period. Recent scholarship suggests that a large and diverse poetic
tradition lay behind the figure we refer to as “Homer,” but little of it survives. Indeed we
have little continuous written Greek for another century. The one exception is Hesiod, who
composed two extant poems, the Theogony and Works and Days, and possibly several
others, including the Shield of Heracles and the Catalogue of Women. As we shall see,
while Hesiodic poetry was not occupied specifically with heroic themes, it was part of the
same formal tradition of epic, sharing with Homer key metrical, dialectal, and dictional
features.
There are many reasons, beyond chronological proximity, to draw connections between
Homer and Hesiod. Both poets composed in the dactylic hexameter, the traditional meter of
Greek epic, and in an oral formulaic tradition. Like Homer, Hesiod was primarily
concerned with transmitting traditional material in oral performance. Comparative analysis
of Homeric and Hesiodic diction indicates that both poets drew on a common store of
traditional formulas.1 The particular ways in which this heritage manifests itself in both
poets suggests that epic was driven by a “Panhellenic” impulse, a desire to appeal to as
many city-states as possible. In language and theme alike, therefore, Homeric and Hesiodic
poetry represent a movement away from epichoric composition, toward performances that
could be intelligible and meaningful virtually anywhere in Greece.2
These linguistic and formal similarities led ancient critics to see both poets as part of a
unified tradition known as epos (“epic” poetry), although the contrasts between their works
in length, subject matter, and authorial self-presentation challenge modern conceptions of
the “epic” genre.3 We tend to think of epics as poems like Homer’s—very long narrative
poems, dealing with heroes, often at war. Hesiod’s poems, however, are short (Theogony:
1022 lines; Works and Days: 828 lines), have little to do with heroes, and are not much
concerned with war, at least not among humans (the Theogony narrates divine battles, and
humans play little part). Indeed, the Theogony and Work and Days themselves are quite
unlike each other in many ways. Each seems to owe its character to distinct poetic subgenres (“theogonic” or “didactic-wisdom” traditions, respectively)4 appropriate to different
occasions.5 As we shall see, the conspicuous differences between the poems of Hesiod
and between Hesiod and Homer existed in tension with the unified poetic tradition of epos,

to which these works belonged at the broadest level. By considering how Homer and
Hesiod situated themselves within this larger tradition of hexameter epos and in relation to
each other, we will understand better their sophisticated poetic culture, their generic selfconsciousness, and the dynamics of intertextual composition in archaic poetry.6
The Question of Priority
Since antiquity, scholars have debated the absolute and relative dating of Homer and
Hesiod and the chronology of their works. They have approached this problem with many
motives—political, moral, or aesthetic7—and our own age is no different. While we may
no longer be interested in establishing whether Homer or Hesiod was the better poet by
fixing their dates, our reasons for pursuing this problem amount to more than idle
curiosity. For if we could fix their chronology, we might gain a better sense of their
relationship. In cases where one poet seems to allude to the other, for example, we could
grapple more effectively with intertextuality within a dynamic oral tradition. And if we
could plausibly isolate in one poet consciousness of the other’s work, we could perhaps
address less diffidently the tension between the oral poet as “author” and as purveyor of
tradition. Such concerns reflect a persistent obsession with authorship and an author’s
identity in our own era,8 and chronology and historical context form the obvious starting
point for addressing these issues.
We cannot fix the dates of Homer and Hesiod with much certainty, but a general
consensus has developed in recent decades that the two poets’ activity falls in the century
750-650 B.C. The issue is complicated by the fact that these poems must originally have
been composed without writing; questions of dating have to address the problem of when
our texts became fixed.9 Still, it is probably no coincidence that our first texts, no matter
when they were finally fixed in their current form, reflect poetic activity from the period
when the introduction of the alphabet seems to have fostered the development of
literature.10 Scholars have applied external evidence from linguistics, archaeology, and
history to Homer and Hesiod to date each poet individually. But because they both can be
placed in the same general period, and because we cannot narrow down their dates to
periods of time less than several decades, the question of which “came first” requires
further strategies. As we shall see, the situation is further complicated by a persistent
ancient tradition that Homer and Hesiod were not only contemporaries, but even met in a
poetic contest intended to contrast their individual styles.
Modern scholars generally assume that Homer composed earlier than Hesiod, although
this rests on little more than subjective evaluations. Homeric epic somehow “feels” older
than Hesiod, as if the former's heroic, military themes must precede the more “refined”

sensibility which the latter’s theogonic or didactic poems allegedly reflect.11 The arguments
have grown more sophisticated in recent decades, and the consensus in favor of an earlier
date for Homeric survives, but the issue is not settled, and it may be worthwhile to mention
here several representative discussions.
The fundamental debate is over the relative merits of internal and external criteria.
Should we concentrate on establishing absolute dates for each poet by comparing his work
with the historical and archaeological records, and from there making a circumstantial case
for a relative chronology? Or will analysis of details of language, diction, and poetics offer
better evidence for the relationship between the two, even if we cannot determine absolute
dates?
Martin West, in his commentary on the Theogony, exemplifies the external method,
and is one of the few recent scholars to argue for Hesiod's priority.12 West sets himself in
a tradition going back at least to fifth-century Greece, when the earliest poets were listed,
presumably in chronological order, as Orpheus, Musaeus, Hesiod, and Homer. West
suggests that “the Theogony may well be the oldest Greek poem we have.”13 His terminus
post quem of c. 750 B.C. for Hesiod, based on archaeological and historical evidence,
seems secure;14 but dating the actual composition of the Theogony to the eighth century is
another matter. To do this, West relies on a series of controversial premises about the
dating of historical events, notably the so-called Lelantine War, an apparently intermittent
conflict between Eretria and Chalcis.15 Even if we accept this argument, Hesiod’s priority
also rests on the controversial view that Homer’s poems as we have them cannot be older
than c. 700.16
Until quite recently, however, nearly all scholars have relied on internal criteria. They
found common ground between the two—shared themes, identical phraseology, unusual
diction—and then tried to decide whether one was borrowing from or alluding to the other.
These attempts to date the poets now seem problematic, especially as scholars explore the
nature of oral poetry with increasing sophistication. The success of the method must be
judged on a case-by-case basis.17 Even champions of internal criteria lament that they
encourage subjective evaluations: what strikes one commentator as “naive” strikes another
as “sophisticated”; one person’s idea of “derivative” or “ornamental” will seem “original”
and “effective” to another.18 The most explicit verbal and thematic parallels have been
collected and sifted by several generations of scholars,19 and just one example can illustrate
the method.
Toward the end of the Theogony's proem, honoring the Muses for their inspiration,
Hesiod rounds off a list of the nine Muses with a digression about their special relationship
with kings (basilêes). The Muses, he says, pour sweet dew on the king’s lips, which

accounts for their honey-sweet speech (83-84). Hesiod then continues the description of
the king:
oﬂ d° nu lao‹
pãntew §w aÈtÚn ır«si diakr¤nonta y°mistaw
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ﬁye¤˙si d¤k˙sin: ı dÉ ésfal°vw égoreÊvn
a‰cã ti ka‹ m°ga ne›kow §pistam°nvw kat°pause:
toÊneka går basil∞ew §x°fronew, oÏneka lao›w
blaptom°noiw égor∞fi metãtropa ¶rga teleËsi
=hid¤vw, malako›si paraifãmenoi §p°esin:
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§rxÒmenon dÉ énÉ ég«na yeÚn Õw ﬂlaskÒntai
aﬁdo› meilix¤˙, metå d¢ pr°pei égrom°noisi.
Theogony 84-92
[…and the peoples all look to him as he decides what is to prevail with his straight
judgments. His word is sure, and expertly he makes a quick end of even a great dispute.
This is why there are prudent kings: when the peoples are wronged in their dealings, they
make amends for them with ease, persuading them with gentle words. When he goes
among a gathering, they seek his favor with conciliatory reverence, as if he were a god,
and he stands out among the crowd.]
(trans. West)
This passage has long reminded scholars of Homer, Odyssey 8.165-77, where Odysseus
angrily responds to Euryalus, who had just ridiculed Odysseus’s unathletic appearance
(159-64). Odysseus states that the gods bestow different gifts on different men, but that the
eloquent man is especially envied:
êllow m¢n går e‰dow ékidnÒterow p°lei énÆr,
éllå yeÚw morfØn ¶pesi st°fei, oﬂ d° tÉ §w aÈtÚn
terpÒmenoi leÊssousin: ı dÉ ésfal°vw égoreÊei
aﬁdo› meilix¤˙ metå d¢ pr°pei égrom°noisin,
§rxÒmenon dÉ énå êstu yeÚn Õw eﬁsorÒvsin.
êllow dÉ aÔ e‰dow m¢n él¤gkiow éyanãtoisin,
éllÉ oÎ oﬂ xãriw émfiperist°fetai §p°essin,
…w ka‹ so‹ e‰dow m¢n ériprep°w, oÈd° ken êllvw
oÈd¢ yeÚw teÊjeie, nÒon dÉ épof≈liÒw §ssi.
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Odyssey 8.169-77
[…One man has a weak appearance, but god adorns him with eloquence, and people look
upon him with pleasure. That man speaks flawlessly in public with conciliatory reverence,
and distinguishes himself from the crowd, and they regard him as a god as he goes through
the city. Another man, however, may have a physical appearance like the immortal gods,
but his words are not suffused with charm. So in your case, you have a distinguished
appearance, god has seen to that, to be sure, but you’re really a fool.]
The similarities between these passages are close enough to suggest some sort of
relationship (even if only one that has them drawing independently on the same traditional
material), yet they are different enough to make it difficult to argue that either directly
depends on the other. The difference in context—the one a hymnic invocation, the other a
scene in a secular narrative— does not suggest interdependence based on the notion of a
“theme” and “variation;” yet the main rhetorical point of each passage is strikingly similar.
The Theogony passage praises the just king and describes the respect he receives; in the
Odyssey passage, Odysseus notes the pleasure that the people take in the gifted speaker.
Both the Hesiodic king and the Odyssean orator rely on the quality of their discourse and
owe their talents to the gods.
Scholars have puzzled over these passages since Wilamowitz,20 who felt that the
Hesiodic one was probably the earlier. In his commentary on the Theogony, West also
suspected that the Hesiod passage came first, although he does not assume that the author
of the Odyssey therefore depended on Hesiod. West sees the difficulty in establishing a
relative chronology, but his remarks on the passages’ diction typifies a common type of
argument. West suggests that “…Homer seems the further removed from the original or
traditional application of the language involved. aﬁdo› meilix¤˙ [“with conciliatory
reverence”] is much less appropriate to the tone of an eloquent man (Od. 8.172) than to the
respect with which the people regard an aﬁdo›ow basileÊw [“revered king”] (Th. 92), and
mere eloquence…does not make a man who is e‰dow ékidnÒterow [“weak in appearance”]
conspicious in a crowd…Kingship does.”21
Every point West makes here is controversial: we have no access to an “original or
traditional application of the language involved,” and his assessment of what is
“appropriate to the tone of an eloquent man” oversimplifies a complex issue.22 Other
scholars have criticized West’s subjectivity on this point, but are themselves little more
“objective.” Heinz Neitzel, for example, felt that the key point was that in Homer the god
who bestows gifts on men and determines their natures in life is not named, whereas in

Hesiod the divine benefactors appear as the Muses. Why, he asks, would Homer have
neglected to mention the Muses if he were imitating Hesiod?23 In fact, we can imagine any
number of reasons why Homer might choose to do so or not to do so. The argument does
nothing to establish priority, even if it does offer useful observations about how the two
poets chose to handle traditional material.
Most recently, John Butterworth has argued that although the phrase aﬁdo› meilix¤˙
[“with conciliatory reverence”] is found in both passages, its appearance in Homer was
more traditional, and therefore that Homer was the earlier of the two. In the end, however,
he too relies on an argument like West’s (albeit in reverse form), that the phrase aﬁdo›
meilix¤˙ seems to the sensibility of one critic to fit its context naturally in the one case
(Homer), and awkwardly in the other (Hesiod).24
The ways in which scholars have confronted the similarities between these passages
highlight the questions most commonly asked when parallel passages are detected, and the
methods used to answer them. An obsession with chronology runs as a leitmotif through
most attempts to explicate parallel passages, and this obsession has intensified as we
become more confident about at least the approximate dating of the two poets, and about
the mechanics of the oral poetic tradition in which they composed. But it is too often
forgotten that discussing the relationship between any two poets by assessing similar
passages involves an act of interpretation by the critic, and that such acts of interpretation
presuppose, whether we choose to admit it or not, beliefs about the author’s intentions
which will never be verifiable. We seek, in other words, a simple answer to a simple
question—who was first, Homer or Hesiod?—but the interpretation of the poetry itself
cannot provide an answer.
This is not to say that the discussions of parallel passages are without insight or value,
even if their ultimate goal of determining priority is unattainable.25 Few would disagree
with West, Neitzel, or Butterworth that the similarities between the Theogony and the
Odyssey passages are more than coincidental, or that each poet was using in some way
traditional material. Indeed it is precisely the similarities between the two passages which
suggest the presence of traditional material. But even more remarkable, perhaps, is the fact
that diction so similar is found in such different contexts. This ought to encourage us to
focus more on how each poet manipulates traditional material within the individual work,
rather than on trying to determine whether one must have borrowed from the other, and
must therefore be judged the clumsier for it.
Both these passages, for example, although the narrative contexts are so different,
depict as their central moral exemplum a figure who acquires public renown through
intelligence and eloquent speech. By comparing its appearance in our two passages we

begin to see how an oral poet could put his own stamp on traditional material. Although we
will probably never have an accurate chronology for the passages, we can see a relationship
between them that goes beyond verbal allusion. Despite the different stories that each poet
is telling, the notion of a distinguished public speaker and arbiter resonates in both
contexts.26 Hesiod’s kings are revered explicitly for their ability to mollify quarreling
parties (86-87). In the Odyssey passage, the distinguished public speaker's moral qualities
are less obvious, but Odysseus’s exemplum highlights Euryalus’ moral deficiency in
contrast to his own more refined sensibility, based on eloquence and wit. Moreover, the
dispute between Odysseus and Euryalus is precisely the sort of affair that Hesiod’s
judicious kings resolve, though Odysseus himself makes no overt connection between the
gifted speaker and a reconciliation with Euryalus. The passages are related in their use of
the same traditional motif, but each poet deploys it in an idiosyncratic way. Whereas
Hesiod offers a straightforward description of the idealized king, Homer weaves the motif
into the passage with remarkable narratological economy. Homer has Odysseus counter
Euryalus’s taunts, contrast his own public eloquence to Euryalus’s feeble-mindedness, and
emphasize his own kingly stature. As Richard Martin puts it: “What is explicit in Theogony
86ff.—that it is the king who speaks faultlessly, winning aidos and solving a neikos in the
agora thereby—is acted out in the Odyssey.”27
Neither external nor internal criteria in the end settle the dating question conclusively,
even if the questions they elicit about the poets' literary relationship may lead us down
more productive critical paths. But one other recent attempt to address chronology deserves
mention as a judicious amalgamation of external and internal arguments, avoiding many of
the methodological pitfalls of each. In his book, Homer, Hesiod and the Hymns, Richard
Janko uses linguistic phenomena to establish a chronology of archaic hexameter poetry.
Janko works in a well established tradition of linguistic analysis28 that sees signposts of
poetic development in the evolution of dialect and the formulas of oral composition. But his
careful collation of a broad spectrum of texts, his application of statistical methods, and his
sensitivity to oral theory and poetic genre distinguish his study from most treatises that
analyze the technical and formal aspects of epic. Janko sums up his method as follows:
“…one expects old formulae and archaisms to diminish in frequency through the
generations, as innovative phraseology and language creeps in; and if this could be
quantified, it might prove a yardstick useful for assigning approximate relative dates to the
poems.”29 Janko orders the poems as follows: Iliad, Odyssey, Theogony, Works and
Days. 30 This conclusion is hardly revolutionary, as he himself points out, and he
acknowledges the inadequacies of our evidence, such as the impossibility of fixing absolute
dates, the amount of material now lost,31 and the problem of literary “allusion” in an oral

tradition.32 But he has taken the debate a step forward, offering cogent support for the
widespread consensus that Homer composed before Hesiod.33
The Certamen: the Contest of Homer and Hesiod
No matter what relative chronology of Homer and Hesiod we ultimately choose to
believe, no one would dispute that the two poets lived close enough in time to each other,
between the middle of the eighth and the middle of the seventh centuries BC, to make it
plausible for their lifetimes to have overlapped. Indeed, for much of antiquity, it was
assumed not only that the two poets were contemporaries, but even that they competed
against one another in a contest of poetic styles. The story of a contest between Homer and
Hesiod, even though clearly a fiction contrived by early biographers of the poets,34
represents an early attempt to confront several fundamental questions perhaps even more
significant than that of chronology, namely how a common epic tradition could produce
such different poets as Homer and Hesiod, and how the distinctive character of each poet’s
work might reflect a difference in moral value and utility within an evolving canon.
The Contest of Homer and Hesiod exists for us in its fullest form in a text dating from
the second century AD, traditionally referred to by its Latin title, the Certamen. 35 Although
this treatise is relatively late, there is persuasive evidence that it was based on a work by the
sophist and rhetorical theorist Alcidamas of the fourth century BC,36 which leads one to
suspect that the tradition originated even earlier. The author of the Certamen takes a
disarmingly catholic view of the background to his subject, opening the work in almost
Herodotean fashion by recounting various traditions about the genealogical and
geographical provenance of Homer and Hesiod, while committing himself to none in
particular.37 On the matter of the chronology of Homer and Hesiod, the author simply
relates the divergent theories: “Some say that [Homer] came before Hesiod, while others
say that he was younger and related to him” (¶nioi m¢n oÔn aÈtÚn progen°steron Ñ
HsiÒdou fas‹n e‰nai, tin¢w d¢ ne≈terton ka‹ suggen∞, 44-5). Although the author
proceeds to offer a genealogy that makes Homer and Hesiod cousins through a lineage
stretching back to Apollo himself, the anecdote that will occupy the rest of the treatise
seems to assume that the two were unrelated: “Some people say that [Homer and Hesiod]
were active at the same time, and so were able to compete with one another at Chalcis in
Euboea” (tin¢w d¢ sunakmãsai fas‹n aÈtoÁw Àste ka‹ égvn¤sasyai ımÒse §n
AÈl¤di t∞w EÈbo¤aw…, 54-55).38 This version of the story has Homer and Hesiod meet
by chance (ka‹ otoi oÔn §k tÊxhw, Àw fasi, sumbalÒntew éllÆloiw ∑lyon eﬁw tØn
Xalk¤da, 66-68) when they came to compete in the funeral contests held in honor of
Amphidamas, the king of Euboea. It has long been recognized that the contest between the

two poets at Euboea almost certainly arose from the famous passage in the Works and Days
in which Hesiod claims that the only sailing he ever engaged in was the short voyage from
the mainland to Euboea precisely in order to compete in the funeral games for
Amphidamas. No mention is made of Homer in that passage, although as we shall see
below, the whole passage is suffused with diction paralleled in Homer, which may help
explain why later audiences found the funeral games to be an ideal venue for a meeting
between the two poets.39 For the author of the Certamen, in any event, the historicity of
the events he relates or the reliability of the biographical facts about Homer and Hesiod
seem far less important than the ethical and aesthetic ramifications of the contest itself.
The format of the contest of Homer and Hesiod in the Certamen certainly reveals a
complex and puzzling agenda. Hesiod himself essentially controls the proceedings, at first
asking Homer a series of questions, and then engaging him in an exchange of verses in
which Homer has to complete a series of lines begun by Hesiod. The very first question
posed by Hesiod establishes that the poets were to be judged especially for their
philosophical contributions:
uﬂe M°lhtow ÜOmhre ye«n êpo mÆdea eﬁdΔw
e‡pÉ êge moi pãmprvta t¤ f°rtatÒn §sti broto›sin;

(75-76)

[Homer, son of Meles, whose thoughts come from the gods,
tell me first of all what is best for mankind?]
That Hesiod orchestrates the contest seems to imply that his poetry was felt to be inherently
didactic and philosophical, whereas Homer’s was less explicitly so, and so had to prove
itself on this score. But while the Certamen leads us to assume at the outset that Hesiod will
expose his adversary’s inability to hold up under Hesiod’s rigorous challenges, in fact,
Homer acquits himself successfully, at least in the eyes of the audience. When Homer, for
example, answers Hesiod’s second question (81-82) about what is the “finest thing” for
mortals (kãlliston, 82, with aesthetic and moral overtones) by quoting the famous
passage from the Odyssey about the splendors of the banquet (Od. 9.6-11), the audience is
enormously impressed: =hy°ntvn d¢ toÊtvn t«n §p«n, oÏtv sfodr«w fasi
yaumasy∞nai toÁw st¤xouw ÍpÚ t«n ÑEllÆnvn Àste xrusoËw aÈtoÁw
prosagoreuy∞nai…, 90-92 [“when these verses were uttered, they were so greatly
admired by the Greeks that the lines were called ‘golden’…”]. This reaction annoys Hesiod
(ı d¢ ÑHs¤odow éxyesye¤w, 94) and forces him to pose more “difficult” questions (tØn
t«n épÒrvn…§per≈thsin, 95). Homer continued to perform well in the exchange that

ensued, and the crowd finally called for the victory crown to go to Homer (176-77). But
the contest then takes an unexpected turn, when King Paneides intervenes and orders both
poets to recite what they consider their finest passage. After Hesiod quotes from the Works
and Days (383-92) and Homer from Iliad (13.126-39), the audience once again judges
Homer the victor. But the King sees things otherwise, and awards the victory to Hesiod,
“…saying that it was just that he win the prize who urged people to practice farming and
live in peace, and not the one who recounted wars and slaughter” […eﬁpΔn d¤kaion e‰nai
tÚn §p‹ gevrg¤an ka‹ eﬁrÆnhn prokaloÊmenon nikçn, oÈ tÚn pol°mouw ka‹
sfagåw diejiÒnta, 208-210].
This conclusion to the contest is rather unexpected in view of the fact that throughout
the Certamen Homer is portrayed much more favorably than Hesiod, and the crowd’s
consistent preference for Homer certainly bears this out. It is difficult to decide how
significant it is, therefore, that in spite of the story’s apparent anti-Hesiodic bias, that poet
still ends up with the prize. Any attempt to address this problem fully must confront the
complicated issues surrounding the provenance of the Certamen, as well as the relationship
between this treatise and other traditions of the contest for which we have some
evidence.40 Neil O’Sullivan reminds us in his recent study of this topic that although
differing versions of the contest circulated at various points in antiquity—some in fact more
disposed towards Hesiod throughout—they all agree that Hesiod won the contest in one
way or another. This fact alone makes him suspect that a tradition of Hesiod’s victory arose
simply from an early tendency to assume that the passage in Works and Days where
Hesiod claims to have won a victory tripod (651-57) in Chalcis must have referred to a
contest with Homer.41 As such, the story of a contest that can be traced ultimately to a
competition at Chalcis had to have Hesiod win in the end, even if the individual treatments
of the event invested the narrative with idiosyncratic significance.42
Clearly the traditions of a contest between Homer and Hesiod tell us more about the
ways in which subsequent cultures conceived of these poets than about how they may have
actually interacted in their own lifetimes. Yet the cultures that generated these stories were
grappling with the same sorts of questions about the very nature of Homeric and Hesiodic
poetry which continue to intrigue us today: Can we, for example, characterize Homer and
Hesiod meaningfully according to the contents of their poems? Can we, in the end, ever
hope to define “epic” poetry in the face of the differences between the two poets? Imagining
a contest between Homer and Hesiod during which their poetic skills were articulated,
compared and judged is just one way of arriving at answers to critical questions such as
these. In the next section we will consider more recent strategies for understanding the
specifically literary relationship between Homer and Hesiod in their own time.

Homer, Hesiod and the Character of Archaic Epic
We noted earlier that the certamen-tradition arose in the first place most likely because
in the Works and Days Hesiod recounts his participation in the poetic contest at the funeral
games for Amphidamas at Chalcis. Homer, of course, is not actually mentioned in that
passage (even if ancient commentators assumed that he was in fact Hesiod’s rival on that
occasion), but in recent years scholars have detected there strong indications that Hesiod
was attempting to contrast his own poetry to that of Homer’s. The passage occurs in a
section of the poem commonly referred to as the “Nautilia”, or “Sailing” (619-94), where
the poet offers advice about seafaring.43 At lines 648-50 Hesiod introduces a digression
about his own experience on the sea:
de¤jv dÆ toi m°tra poluflo¤sboio yalãsshw,
oÎt° ti nautil¤hw sesofism°now oÎt° ti nh«n :
oÈ gãr p≈ pote nh¤ gÉ §p°plvn eÈr°a pÒnton,
eﬁ mØ §w EÎboian §j AÈl¤dow, √ potÉ ÉAxaio¤

650

me¤nantew xeim«na polÁn sÁn laÚn êgeiran
ÑEllãdow §j ﬂer∞w Tro¤hn §w kalligÊnaika.
¶nya dÉ §gΔn §pÉ êeyla da¤fronow ÉAmfidãmantow
Xalk¤da tÉ e‚w §p°rhsa: tå d¢ propefradm°na pollã
655
îylÉ ¶yesan pa›dew megalÆtorow: ¶nyã m° fhmi
Ïmnƒ nikÆsanta f°rein tr¤podÉ »t≈enta.
tÚn m¢n §gΔ MoÊs˙w ÑElikvniãdessÉ én°yhka,
¶nyã me tÚ pr«ton ligur∞w §p°bhsan éoid∞w.
tÒssÒn toi nh«n ge pepe¤rhmai polugÒmfvn:
660
éllå ka‹ œw §r°v ZhnÚw nÒon aﬁgiÒxoio:
MoËsai gãr mÉ §d¤dajan éy°sfaton Ïmnon ée¤dein.
(Works and Days 648-62)
[I will show you the measure of the resounding sea—quite without instruction as I am
either in seafaring or in ships; for as to ships, I have never yet sailed the broad sea, except
to Euboea from Aulis, the way the Achaeans once came when they waited through the
winter and gathered a great army from holy Greece against Troy of the fair women. There
to the funeral games for warlike Amphidamas and to Chalcis I crossed, and many were the
prizes announced and displayed by the sons of that valiant; where I may say that I was

victorious in poetry and won a tripod with ring handles. That I dedicated to the Muses of
Helicon, in the original place where they set me on the path of fine singing. That is all my
experience of dowelled ships, but even so I will tell the design of Zeus the aegis-bearer,
since the Muses have taught me to make song without limit.]
(trans. West)
Readers have frequently been struck by the fact that Hesiod would glorify a trip from Aulis
to Euboea—a distance over water of some several hundred feet—by referring to it as an
example of sailing, but other details in the passage suggest that sailing in the literal sense
may be only part of what the poet has on his mind here. The mention of Aulis at line 651,
for example, is followed immediately by a reference to the mustering of the Achaean ships
as they prepared for their expedition to Troy,44 and the much more substantial sea-voyage
that the Achaeans had to make, contrasting starkly with Hesiod’s short voyage, is
expressed in distinctly Homeric diction.45 The obvious connections with Homer and
Homeric poetry, which in their immediate context appear gratuitous at best, and the
immediate transition to an account of Hesiod’s poetic victory at Chalcis (654-57), has led
Gregory Nagy to wonder whether the passage “reveals an intended differentiation of
Hesiodic from Homeric poetry.”46 Hesiod, in fact, spends the last five lines of the passage
recounting how he dedicated his victory tripod to the Muses, and the fact that his focus has
suddenly shifted from an apologia about his explicitly “non-Homeric” expertise in sailing to
a proud proclamation of his success as a poet,47 makes it very likely that at some level he
was equating sailing metaphorically with his poetic production.48
However much force we might choose to give to a metaphorical reading of Hesiod’s
account of his sailing, it is worth emphasizing, as we noted earlier, that the
autobiographical digression within the Nautilia inspired ancient readers to suppose that
Hesiod’s antagonist at Chalcis was none other than Homer, and that the contest between
them became emblematic of their divergent styles. This need not necessarily mean, of
course, that in antiquity the digression was itself read allegorically as Hesiod’s declaration
of a poetic program, but the fictions of a certamen that arose from the passage had to
presume for the age of Homer and Hesiod that it was plausible for the two poets to have
been able to think critically and self-consciously about their own work. Clearly even
ancient readers reacting to Hesiod’s autobiography in the Nautilia sensed that Hesiod
himself was attempting to claim a certain authority for his poetry, an authority that can only
be secure when the poet has successfully articulated the very nature of his poetic activity.
The authors of the various certamen-stories, therefore, seem to have been motivated by a
central paradox: they felt that Homeric and Hesiodic poetry were somehow related (sharing

poetic form, diction, and some aspects of theology, for example), but at the same time
acknowledged that the two poets composed fundamentally different sorts of poetry.
What does the poetry itself of Homer and Hesiod, then, reveal to us about how they
may themselves have actually understood the differentiation of their respective genres from
the other? Hesiod’s Theogony and Works and Days, in fact, conspicuously call attention to
their formal affiliation with an epic tradition that we associate with Homer, particularly in
their opening lines. Both Hesiodic poems open with an invocation to the Muses as the
source of the singer’s inspiration (Th. 1: Mousãvn ÑElikvniãdvn érx≈meyÉ ée¤dein…;
WD 1: MoËsai Pier¤hyen, éoidªsi kle¤ousai…), as do the Homeric poems (Il. 1.1:
M∞nin êeide, yeã…; Od. 1.1: êndra moi ¶nnepe, MoËsa…). Certainly, the function of
the Muses in archaic Greek poetry is not monolithic. Sometimes they are invoked as a
source of knowledge (e.g. the implication that Hesiod can sing of sailing because the
Muses have taught him, or Homer’s invocation to the Muses at the beginning of the
“Catalogue of Ships,” Iliad 2.484-87),49 at other times, they account for the poet’s
technical skill and aesthetic prowess (e.g. Th. 94-97).50 But the epic Muse embodies in
particular a force of commemoration, whose primary function seems to be to aid the poet in
recollecting and recounting traditional narratives,51 and both Homer and Hesiod call
attention to this notion at various points in their poetry. Indeed the commemorative aspect
of the Muses inheres in their mythological pedigree, which names Mnemosyne
(“recollection” or “memory” personified) as their mother.52 In archaic epic, then, one of
the main functions of the Muses is to call to the poet’s mind the “things that have been
heard,” or kl°a, about the gods, men and the world.
The human beings who have garnered for themselves a reputation that is deemed
worthy “to be heard” are naturally “heroes” of the sort we find in Homeric epic.53 But
Hesiod, even as he invokes the Muses as bestowers of kleos, is interested in a rather
different sort of commemoration than Homer, one that is not primarily concerned strictly
speaking with the “deeds of famous men.” In a famous passage from the Theogony’s
proem, for example, Hesiod describes the character of his inspiration by the Muses:
§n°pneusan d° moi aÈdØn
y°spin, ·na kle¤oimi tã tÉ §ssÒmena prÒ tÉ §Ònta,
ka¤ mÉ §k°lonyÉ Ímne›n makãrvn g°now aﬁ¢n §Òntvn,
sfçw dÉ aÈtåw pr«tÒn te ka‹ Ïstaton aﬁ¢n ée¤dein.
Theogony 31-4

[…and they breathed into me wondrous voice, so that I should celebrate (= “give kleos” to)
things of the future and things that were aforetime. And they told me to sing of the family
of blessed ones who are for ever, and first and last always to sing of themselves.] (trans.
West)
The Muses invoked at the beginning of the Works and Days are likewise singled out for
their ability to offer kleos (MoËsai Pier¤hyen, éoidªsi kle¤ousai…, [Muses from
Pieria, who offer kleos with songs…], WD 1), though Hesiod promptly makes clear that
he intends to compose a mythos directed against his brother Perses, containing “true
things” (§gΔ d° ke P°rs˙ §tÆtuma muyhsa¤mhn. […but I would tell (= “make mythoi
about”)54 true things to Perses 10), rather than a narrative of the past heroes and their
exploits.55
Clearly then, while Homer and Hesiod are at some fundamental level united by a desire
to endow their subject matter with kleos in a commemorative project orchestrated by the
Muses, they differentiate themselves from each other explicitly in what they choose to sing
about. Homeric epic can be characterized generally as hexameter poetry that celebrated the
deeds of the heroes of the past56 with the pretense of objectivity and impersonality. By
contrast, Hesiod’s concerns in the two major poems that have come down to us lie
elsewhere, and an insistent subjective voice runs through both of them. The Theogony, for
example, has as its main theme the ascendancy of the Olympian gods, their genealogies,
struggles and ultimate moral victory, and the poet highlights his personal relationship with
the Muses as the source for the theogony proper that he proceeds to recount. But even
though Hesiod’s subject matter in the Theogony seems alien to that of heroic epic,57 recent
scholarship has aligned that poem intimately with the dynamics of performance associated
with Homer. The Theogony, after all, can be regarded formally as a prelude or prooimion
to a work that would immediately follow in performance. Hesiod’s poem, to be sure, is an
elaborate and expansive version of such a form, but the formal parallels with the Homeric
Hymns, many of which were clearly intended as proems to heroic epic, strongly suggest
that the Theogony was composed along the same lines.58 The likelihood, moreover, that
the Hesiodic Catalogue of Women, a poem that catalogued famous women of a heroic and
mythical past, picked up literally where the Theogony left off reinforces the idea that the
Theogony could have functioned as a prooimion.59
Although the Iliad and Odyssey have not come down to us with formal prooimia in
place, it is likely that in performance they were preceded by one, and the longer Homeric
Hymns provide likely analogues for this.60 If this is true, however, the traditional view
that Homer and Hesiod differ fundamentally in their respective authorial stances must be

considerably modified. While it is true that the poet Homer rarely intrudes into the
narrative, whereas Hesiod dwells self-consciously on his own role as composer and
teacher, some scholars have found it more appropriate to regard this contrast merely as
reflecting the different stages of an epic performance rather than a fundamental difference in
authorial orientation. Through a proem, then, Homer too would have had his opportunity
to situate himself and his reputation in the broader context of the poetic tradition, as Hesiod
could do in his expansive way in the Theogony. 61 With a model for performance such as
this, we might more easily imagine how an actual competition between two poets such as
Homer and Hesiod might have played itself out.62
So far we have seen that Hesiod’s Theogony, in spite of its many apparent differences
from Homeric poetry in terms of subject matter, narratology, and authorial perspective, is
in fact very much a part of the same performance context. We will probably never be able
to determine exactly how the Theogony came to be the elaborate pastiche of autobiography,
theology and mythography that it is for us, and whether its current form reflects the
idiosyncratic force of one individual poet or the vagaries of transmission. But its affiliation
with the Homeric tradition both in form and occasion allows us at least to assume a very
productive intertextual relationship between them. The Works and Days, on the other hand,
has often proven less easy for scholars to align with Homer, largely because of its
“domestic,” non-heroic, subject matter and explicitly didactic program. Martin West, for
example, has situated the poem in the context of “wisdom literature,” by which he means
“works of exhortation and instruction,”63 and few would deny that, at least in its overall
structure and professed intention, the Works and Days exhibits the characteristics of this
type of poetry.64 Certainly as well, the insistent autobiographical stance of the poem, the
drama of a quarrel with his brother Perses, still active in the fictive present of the poem,
offer a striking contrast to Homer’s poetic voice, with its pretense of objectivity and only
oblique connections with its audience.65 But even though the Works and Days clearly
derives much of its ethos from literary genres distinct from heroic epic, we must remember
that formally it too, like the Theogony, belonged to the same oral hexameter tradition as
Homer, and as such, we may suppose that Hesiod created the Works and Days under
similar conditions of performance and composition.
Recently, in fact, a number of scholars have been arguing that, well beyond matters of
diction, meter and formula, the Works and Days was perhaps even more profoundly
engaged in the Homeric tradition than the Theogony. The Works and Days, after all, is a
poem explicitly about cosmic justice (dikê) as it manifests itself in the daily lives of human
beings. Dikê is certainly a multivalent term in archaic Greek thinking, but as it emerges in
the Works and Days, it can be summarized as that sense of balance and order in human

activity most conducive to personal and social well-being in a precarious world. At first
glance, this may seem like a theme rather alien to the predominantly heroic and militaristic
world of Homer, where individual kleos often holds the spotlight and little systematic
moralizing can be found on mundane social or domestic issues. But Homeric epic also
concerns dikê, even if it is there articulated in different ways than it is in the Works and
Days. In the broadest sense, the Iliad and Odyssey tell one grand story about how dikê
operates throughout all stages of human relations, from the interpersonal to the
international. The story is told with the kind of authorial distance we come to expect of the
epic poet, and there is no pretense, as there is in the Works and Days, of offering practical
“advice” to an audience construed in the second person. But while a didactic thread may be
less easily traced through Homer than it can in the Works and Days, the fundamental ethical
issues that inspired the tale of Troy and the nostoi (“homecomings”) are not far removed
from Hesiod’s. In fact, the mythical cause of the Trojan War itself—the abduction of Helen
by the foreigner Paris—was a violation of dikê at an interpersonal level of the sort that
interested Hesiod most. Indeed, throughout the Iliad and the Odyssey the delicate issues of
social and material equity, a concern for the proper balance of giving and receiving, for
timê (“honor”) and philia (“friendship”), are continually dramatized in some of the most
pivotal scenes of both poems: we may recall the quarrel between Agamemnon and Achilles
over Briseis (the event that occasions the very plot of the Iliad), the failed embassy to
Achilles’ tent, the behavior of the suitors toward Telemachus at Ithaca, or the complex
social dynamics at work in Odysseus’ behavior with the Cyclopes, to name just a few.
The dispute between Hesiod and his brother Perses over an inheritance of land, which
ultimately motivates the composition of the Works and Days (or so Hesiod claims), can be
situated in the same general realm of moral discourse as the Homeric examples, even if the
players are now supposed to be “contemporary” rather than heroic.66 Perses’ violation of
dikê prompts Hesiod to offer him a prolonged sermon on the dangers of unjust behavior
and the need for self-sufficiency through hard work in an agricultural economy. Hesiod’s
moralizing, simply put, seeks to promote a world in which humans coexist peacefully,
resolve their disputes though law, and regard violence as itself a violation of dikê. Homer’s
narrative, by contrast, offers a considerably more complex response to wrongful behavior
than Hesiod’s in its focus on heroic figures, who have acquired their exalted status
primarily through military expertise and the desire for kleos. 67 This is a simplistic
evaluation, of course, which hardly does justice to the subtle treatment of the many
individual Homeric heroes, but taken together these heroes do represent a contrast to the
system of values envisioned by Hesiod. Happy landowners living at peace with each other,
constructing their lives in accordance with the rhythms of nature certainly did not form the

focus of heroic epic. Homer and Hesiod, in short, confront the same moral, social and
even psychological dilemmas shared by all human beings, but their solutions seem widely
divergent, and often in direct conflict.
Hesiod himself seems to call attention to such a conflict in the famous “Myth of the
Ages” at Works and Days 106-274, and I would like to conclude with a discussion of this
passage because it exemplifies so well the intertextual possiblities within archaic epic. In
this parable, directed explicitly at Perses, Hesiod traces the history of humankind as a sad
decline from a state of paradise through periods of moral degeneration and misery. Hesiod
uses the metaphor of metals to characterize the successive ages, from an age of gold, to
silver, bronze and iron, each metal representing a successive stage of decline. Between the
bronze and iron ages, however, Hesiod locates a fourth, and calls it a “divine race of
heroes” (159). This age is actually a brief improvement over the preceding one
(dikaiÒteron ka‹ êreion, [“more just and superior”], 158), and Hesiod notes its close
relationship with his own (iron) age (prot°rh geneØ katÉ épe¤rona ga›an, [“the race
before us on the limitless earth”], 160).68 Scholars have long been puzzled by this obvious
interruption of an otherwise coherent progression, but one clue to its significance certainly
seems to be the fact that Hesiod has in mind specifically literary heroes, the heroes who
populate traditional epic poetry:69
ka‹ toÁw m¢n pÒlemÒw te kakÚw ka‹ fÊlopiw aﬁnÆ
toÁw m¢n ÍfÉ •ptapÊlƒ YÆb˙, Kadmh¤di ga¤˙,
lese marnam°nouw mÆlvn ßnekÉ OﬁdipÒdao,
toÁw d¢ ka‹ §n nÆessin Íp¢r m°ga la›tma yalãsshw
§w Tro¤hn égagΔn ÑEl°nhw ßnekÉ ±ukÒmoio.
Works and Days 161-65
[And as for them, ugly war and fearful fighting destroyed them, some below seven-gated
Thebes, the Cadmean country, as they battled for Oedipus’ flocks, and others it led in ships
overthegreatabyssof theseato Troyon accounto f lovely-hairedHelen.]
(trans.
West)
This passage contains the one sentence describing the activity of the heroes on earth, and it
is striking that its grammatical (and thematic) subject is “evil war” (pÒlemÒw kakÚw) and
the “horrible cry of battle” (fÊlopiw aﬁnÆ). The heroes of Thebes and Troy are defined
solely in terms of their military exploits, and their fate as humans hardly sounds enviable:
they fight over issues which, in their brief mention, appear to be trivial (“the flocks of

Oedipus,” “fair-haired Helen”)70 in comparison to the genocide that they effect, and in the
end the heroes can claim no kleos other than their death in battle.71 Most of these heroes
receive a merely generic sort of death (…toÁw m¢n yanãtou t°low émfekãlucen, [the
finality of death covered over some of them] 166), although a few of the élite are granted a
semi-divine existence on the “Islands of the Blessed” (171).72 Hesiod calls these select
heroes “happy” (ˆlbioi ¥rvew, 172), although this is a happiness that comes only at the
expense of any sort of humanity: Zeus provides them with a livelihood and habitat “apart
from mankind,” and settles them at the “ends of the earth” (to›w d¢ d¤xÉ ényr≈pvn
b¤oton ka‹ ≥yeÉ Ùpãssaw || ZeÁw Kron¤dhw kat°nasse patØr §n pe¤rasi
ga¤hw…,167-8). Indeed, the entire passage is suffused with ambivalence about the race of
heroes, and one wonders whether this ambivalence also reflects Hesiod’s attitude towards
the kind of poetry that celebrated such heroism. Hesiod may indeed believe that the familiar
heroes of traditional epic were “more just and superior” (158),73 that their exploits were
worthy of admiration in some sense, but his bleak description of their lot also seems to
imply that in the end they can tell us little about living productively and morally in the
world.
This reading of the Myth of the Ages suggests an ongoing engagement with the
Homeric tradition, and as such may even be one of our earliest examples of literary
criticism. The didactic stance of the Works and Days certainly comes into sharpest focus
when viewed in relation to the values that pervade heroic epic, and when we understand
that Hesiod was exploring the dynamics of the great epic themes—eris, dikê, the desire for
kleos, among others—in a non-heroic setting which would include his own audience as
well as future generations of people living in the real world. This tension in the Works and
Days between a heroic past and the realities of life ultimately reflects a quite different
conception of humankind than that of Homeric epic. While Homer is full of stories that
celebrate the attempts of heroic figures to transcend their limitations as humans, Hesiod
emphasizes that dike can really only be achieved when humans behave in accordance with a
natural order configured for them by Zeus.74
Although, as we have seen, the connections between Homer and Hesiod in terms of
dialect, meter, diction and compositional technique, have by now been well established,
much work remains to be done on how Homer and Hesiod situated themselves within the
larger tradition of Greek epos, and how their individual poetic voices were shaped by it.75
Our consideration of such questions here offers only a few of the possibilities that a
comparative literary analysis of the two poets can yield, yet it reveals clearly that the
interaction between them operated at a much deeper level than that of form and technique.

All audiences of Homer and Hesiod have been struck by the differences between them in
terms of subject matter and even moral vision, but careful attention to their respective
poetics has begun to suggest that each was profoundly self-conscious about his place
within a highly diverse poetic tradition, and that each could most fully articulate his
individual poetic identity, to himself as well as his audiences, by constructing it in relation
to the many literary alternatives available within this tradition.
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